Columbia Road, Proposed Bike Lanes through Bump-outs, Near Dorsey Pool

- Proposed Bike Ramp onto Sidewalk
- Narrow Bump-out to accommodate Bike Lane
- New ADA-compliant Sidewalk Ramp
- Widened Sidewalk for Walkers and Cyclists
- Existing Sidewalk
- Existing Bump-outs near Pool Entrance
- DORSEY POOL
- BIKE RAMP TO SIDEWALK
- INSET 1

Existing Bump-outs near Pool Entrance
Proposed Bike Lanes at Gray Rock / Columbia Rd

Right-turning Cars yield to Bikes, similar to Pedestrians

Right Turns onto Gray Rock are made from bike lane

Left Turn Lane for Gray Rock Remains

Proposed New Crossing at Gray Rock

Existing Intersection of Gray Rock Dr and Columbia Rd
Proposed Pedestrian Refuge at Old Dragon Path

Provide 5’ Wide Pedestrian Refuge with Crosswalk and Upgrades Sidewalk Ramps

Example of a Similar Pedestrian Refuge on Guilford Road in Columbia
Proposed Trail Improvements at Old Annapolis Rd

- Shift Travel Lanes to the North to Allow for Wider Path.
- Provide 8’ Asphalt Trail to Woodland Nature Path.
- New Crosswalk and Pedestrian Signals on West leg of Intersection.

To Centennial Lake and Trails